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LOCAL AUTHORITY ARCHAEOLOGY SERVICES
We are writing to you as the three principal archaeological bodies to emphasise the importance
of expert archaeological advice to your local authority. Such advice is a key resource for a range
of functions performed by your authority, and plays a critical role in ensuring a sound evidence
base for managing change to the historic environment, including but not restricted to planmaking and development management in the planning process. In the latter regard, your
authority’s responsibilities are set out in the National Planning Policy Framework.
We are aware that most authorities understand their responsibilities and work hard to meet
them; and we fully understand that this objective is becoming increasingly challenging in the
light of continuing cuts from central government and other sources, a loss of income which is
only partly being met by increasingly imaginative and effective ways of charging for some
planning and archaeology services. We are also aware that some authorities have had to
consider dispensing with such advice, whether sourced internally, from other authorities or
third-party suppliers. Past experience has shown that these authorities risk finding themselves
in damaging and time-consuming difficulties that invariably prove more expensive to address
than the value of any savings made.
The attached paper (based on work by ourselves and other members of The Archaeology
Forum, organisations independent of central government with an interest in archaeology) sets
out the roles of your archaeology advisors and why they matter, reflects on the huge damage
done to our irreplaceable historic environment before they were in place, and examines the
potentially disastrous consequences of returning to that earlier regime. The paper is intended
to offer some basic advice that might be useful in your continuing search for cost-savings, and
to help you marshal the arguments for ensuring an adequate level of archaeological provision.
The information it contains is no substitute for the detailed, locally relevant advice that your
archaeological advisor will be able to provide, and we urge you to consult with them at the
earliest possible stage should you find yourself considering changes to the way you meet your
legal obligations and your responsibilities to your local communities.

We are, of course, more than happy to find one or more representatives of our organisations to
meet with you should you wish to discuss this paper in more detail. Please send any
communication to admin@archaeologists.net and we will forward your response to the
appropriate party.

Yours faithfully,

Mike Heyworth
Director CBA

Fiona MacDonald
Chair ALGAO (England)

Peter Hinton
Chief Executive IfA
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Why does archaeology matter?
Everything that is special about England has been touched and shaped by millennia of daily human
lives. Archaeology is about uncovering, recording and interpreting that story and is central to our
understanding and appreciation of our uniquely rich and diverse past. It helps explain the
geography of our towns and cities, the growth of trade and industry, the evolution of our
countryside and the development of our political and cultural identity.
Understanding and appreciating this legacy makes a core contribution to local identity. A sense of
place and a common cultural perspective are essential ingredients of quality of life for communities
and for individual citizens. Archaeology links people in a direct and often exciting way with
continuity and change in our society and our surroundings. Like other disciplines in the historic
environment, archaeology makes a major contribution to sustainable development and growth,
heritage-led regeneration, the tourist economy and wellbeing.
And yet, unlike much of the rest of the historic environment, most archaeological sites have no
statutory protection. For many monuments, the biggest potential changes come from
development, and their sole means of protection since 1990 has been through spatial planning
policy and process. Importantly, this process and the invaluable and vulnerable archaeological
resource is not managed by central government or English Heritage but by local planning
authorities and their specialist advisors – who are a non-statutory, discretionary resource and
which is rapidly disappearing

WHAT LOCAL AUTHORITY ARCHAEOLOGY SERVICES DO
Maintain Historic Environment Records (HERs)
The bedrock of any archaeology or historic environment service is the Historic Environment Record
(HER), which should be a comprehensive, accessible and authoritative record of the local historic
environment. The HER is used to formulate advice to local authorities for informed planning and
decision making, to communities engaged in neighbourhood planning, and to inform those who
develop, manage, interpret or study the local historic environment. But the HER is not a static
record. It needs to be continuously managed and updated to reflect the changing nature of the
historic environment as a result of new discoveries, designations, investigations, interpretations
and changes in use, management or significance.





There is a national register of heritage assets from 87 HERs
1,500,000 monuments are recorded
Newly discovered heritage assets are being added at a rate of 2-5% per year
75% of HERs are accessible online
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Advise on the implementation of national planning guidance to sustain and enhance the
significance and setting of local heritage assets
Local authority archaeological advisors advise on strategic development and local plans:





They appraise land proposed to be allocated for development
They ensure local plan policies take a sustainable approach to the historic environment, and
seek to exploit its contribution to creating growth, jobs and local identity
They advise and manage the archaeological implications of major infrastructure
development and utilities
They trigger, where necessary, and review, environmental impact assessments

Local authority archaeological advisors advise planning authorities and developers on planning
proposals that may affect archaeological sites:








Local authority archaeological advisors screen all development proposals
Where necessary they require further archaeological information to enable sustainable
planning decisions to be made
In some case they recommend archaeological conditions on planning permissions
They advise developers on managing risk eg from potential constraints caused by nationally
important undesignated archaeological sites and/or human remains
They encourage and help developers to create opportunities for community engagement
They provide advice that can be followed through to appeal if necessary
In extreme cases they advise planning officers of the need for enforcement

Monitor compliance with planning requirements including conditions on behalf of planning
authorities




Local authority archaeology advisors assess the standard of fieldwork and recording,
normally specified to comply with Institute for Archaeologists professional standards
They monitor the quality of post excavation assessment, publication and archiving – to
ensure that the results of work are reported in the right way
They promote broader public benefit through enhancing understanding and local
engagement

Annual outputs






Local authority archaeology advisors make 15,000 positive planning recommendations
annually
This represents 3% of all planning applications
Their recommendations result in 5-6,000 archaeological, development-related projects
annually, levering in over £100 million of developer (mainly private-sector) funding for new
public understanding and appreciation of the past
Where possible they help developers find sustainable solutions that protect, or impact
minimally, on those archaeological sites that are significant
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Of all the planning applications, only 100-150 are refused where archaeology is one of the
reasons – usually because the development could not be made sustainable or because more
information is required

Advice on the management of the rural historic environment
It is not only development that may have an adverse impact on important archaeological sites and
historic landscapes. The effects of agriculture on sites in the rural landscape can result in severe
damage and erosion, even to protected sites. Accordingly local authority advisers




Provide advice to Natural England and Defra on options for improving the management of
archaeological sites, historic buildings and the wider historic landscape through agri environment schemes
Through these schemes support environmentally sensitive farming and the income it brings
to rural communities

Community outreach and education
Local authorities are focuses of their communities, and local authority archaeology advisers
respond to the strong community interest in local heritage by:



Working with all elements of the community to foster unders tanding of the historic
environment
Where resources permit, leading community-based projects to explore the local historic
environment, and through this contributing to skills development, learning and community
cohesion

What it was like before 1990 and comprehensive local authority coverage?
Full coverage of local authority services was achieved in 1989, a year before the publication of
modern planning guidance on archaeology in 1990 (PPG 16, replaced by PPS5 in 2010 and NPPF in
2012).






Before 1989, most archaeological excavation was publicly funded through central or local
government: developer-funding was entirely voluntary and almost exclusively restricted to
London and a few major developments in the South East of England
There was also no formalised assessment of the impact of proposed development on
archaeological remains, and therefore a high proportion of developments affecting
archaeological remains went ahead without any protection or investigation
There were fewer than 2,000 archaeological projects annually in 1989, compared with
between 5000 and 6000 in 2010, even though the number of planning applications was
roughly the same at the two dates (500,000)
Even as late as the mid 1980s, large infrastructure projects such as the M25 and almost all
large housing developments had no proper archaeological provision

Precise estimates are difficult to make 25 years on, but it is likely that 100,000 archaeological sites
were destroyed without any record between 1950 and 1990 – and we are all that much the poorer
for this.
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The gaps that are opening up
In spite of the National Planning Policy Framework’s requirement for planning authorities to have
access to a HER supported by expert advice, there has been an 18% fall in staffing numbers within
local authority archaeology services since 2008 – from 400 to 330 – and they continue to decrease
at a steady rate of 3-4% per year. As the economy recovers the construction sector will pick up and
planning applications will increase, with a growing demand for archaeological advice. A crisis
threatens within the next two to three years. How big will it be, where will it be and when will it
happen?
We are aware of the following problems





planning authorities without access to any archaeological advice
planning authorities with limited access to archaeological advice, unable to cope with
current demand
services under threat of closure
services facing severe cuts that will leave them unable to meet future demand

What the consequences may be if we go back to the old days?
Although planning guidance makes good provision for the protection and investigation of
archaeological sites, it is of little effect if there are no archaeological advisors to ensure its
implementation. Recent experience shows that when local authorities fail to identify the issues and
make planning recommendations, the protection afforded to archaeology falls away quickly.








Planning authorities lack the expert advice to distinguish between legitimate historic
environment concerns and nimbyism, with all the attendant risks and costs of challenges
and disputes
Developments that go ahead may be unsustainable in the terms of national planning policy
Developers are placed at risk of inadvertently having to deal with the conservation of
important archaeological remains which have been revealed during the course of
construction, when budgets and programmes have been set – delays and unnecessary costs
loom, all the more so if human remains or nationally important sites are encountered
The reputations of planning authorities are damaged
Government could be challenged on its ability to meet obligations under the Valletta
Convention (the European convention on the protection of the archaeological heritage)
Most importantly hundreds, maybe thousands, of archaeological sites are therefore
potentially at risk annually as local authorities without archaeologists give planning
permission without any provision for investigation or other protection measures

This means that local communities and the nation lose forever unique assets, irreplaceable
information about our past, and the opportunities to create developments that reflect the
character of a place, enhance its appreciation – and add commercial value to the venture and
surrounding businesses.
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